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Abstract. In this reviewed endeavour, a mathematical model is formulated to
assess the spread of a distributed attack over a computer network for critical
targeted resources. In this paper a mathematical model is formulated, the two
sources susceptible, vaccinated, infected, recovered nanonodes in the target
population (e-StVtItRt) and susceptible, infected, susceptible nanonodes in the
attacking population (e-SIS) epidemic model generated in order to propagate
malicious object in the network. Further the analysis of the model has been
concentrated upon the basic reproduction number. Where threshold value has
effectively examined the stability of the network system. This work is verified
for both asymptotical stable, that is the basic reproduction number less than on
when the infection free equilibrium express the stability and basic reproduction
number is more than one when endemic equilibrium is stable. A very general
recognized control mechanism is regarded as vaccination strategy, which is
deployed in order to defend the malicious object in the computer network.
Finally we examine the effect of vaccination on performance of the controlling
strategy of malicious objects in the network. The simulated result produced has
become compatible with the overall theoretical analysis.
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1 Introduction

In the Modern society the ever growing dependence on computer network is accom-
panied by ever growing concern about the network vulnerability to information attacks
and dependability of existing network security system. Many organizations are well
recognized to threats to the society. The attacking agents are like worm, virus, etc.
Recently our society has witnessed drastic changes catalyses by cyber world. Presently
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it is threaten by malevolent things, like worm, viruses etc. Frequent use of electronic
mails, floppy disk and internet is facilitating in propagation of spiteful virus in the
network. Consider the contagious trait; malicious objects spread their tentacles in many
ways. To counter the propagation and its dangerous impact, can observe the positive
and negative the characteristic of those harmful objects. There are different types of
internet based attack, out of which DDoS attack is dangerous and continuous in the
cyber security domain. These type of attack is operated by consuming the resources
like memory, network bandwidth [19, 20] etc. paralyzing the target sources and con-
sequently which can no longer provide its service to users. The DDoS operates through
the host computer systems to attack the target computers. In 2004 for the first time
DDoS attack called Cabir, emerged. It used Bluetooth channel of cell phone to infect
other phone by running the Symbian Operating System. It is capable of spreading
through infected of mobile phones. It drains out the battery of affected devices by
intensive scanning operations and blocking the wireless channels. They have not
breached in security as it carries a malicious payload. However security threats over
Bluetooth DDoS attack [1, 2] cannot rule out. The moment a DDoS attack affects the
cell phone placing bough calls, sending spam mails and taking confidential information
stored on the cello phone would be easily. DDoS attack might get upper hand over
large number of cell phone in which embed Zombie. The wireless botnets can be used
as a deterrent against the DDoS attack on base station, cellular switch, and exact IP
address or emergence phone numbers.

Several attempts have been made mathematically to understand and analyze such
attacks. It has been verified that the epidemic models are useful methods for under-
standing the transmission of virus malicious affected network in cyber space domain.
The malicious objects can disseminate throughout the network rapidly and they pose
serious threat. Continuous quarantine method can immunized against DDoS attack. The
term vaccination means to compelled termination of infection. From the physiological
aspect, vaccination is supposed to be employing in order to lessen the contamination [3,
4] of human ailments e.g. H1N1, Leprosy, Measles, and Smallpox etc. This perception
prominently installed in the cyber domain [24, 28–30]. In particular the highest con-
taminated nodes are separated out from the system domain till the rehabilitation here.

2 Nomenclatures

St: Susceptible compartments of target population
It: Infected compartments of target population
Vt: Vaccinated compartment of target population
Rt: Recovered compartments of target populations
S: Susceptible nodes from the attacking population
I: Infected nodes from the attacking population
b: Probability of transmission infection rate from susceptible
c: The rate coefficients from vaccinated to infected class of target population
e: The rate coefficients from infected to recovered class in target population.
r: The rate of coefficients from recovered to susceptible class in target population.
a: The rate coefficients from infected to susceptible class in attacking population
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3 Mathematical Model and Assumptions

Consider the entire population of nodes is divided in two sections like attacking
population and target population [5, 6]. The preliminary object of the attacker is to find
more and more sensitive nodes then it unleash attack the precise target population. As
the total number of the target population remains constant, the loss of any nodes due to
DDoS attack is considered to be replaced instantly by the supporting nodes. The target
population remains constant. The vulnerable hosts work on dual approach: one for
attacking target and secondly looking for new hosts to begin the attack [7–10]. The
susceptible hosts do not recover permanently and it revolt to susceptible. Whereas the
target resource of susceptible compartments will move to vaccination compartment
with the help of screening or scanning then moves to infected compartments and after
treatment of anti malicious object goes to recovery compartments. As soon as these
recovered compartments again start net-surfing or receive suspicions emails or other
malware factors are accessed, it again becomes susceptible. The repercussion of such
attack on critical infrastructure is anticipated. Therefore the target hosts must have
much stronger defence mechanism.

Based on assumption we can total population can categorized in to two groups i.e.
attacking population and target population. The target population can be divided in to
susceptible, vaccinated, infected, and recovered. As well as the attacking population

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for flow of malicious objects in Target/Attacking population
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can be categorized into two i.e. either susceptible or infected. The new nodes added in
to network is susceptible. Death rate other than attack of malicious objects is constants.
The natural death of the nodes as they are once susceptible to any malicious objects
decreases. The infectious nodes recover from infection without immunity back to
susceptible compartment. Our assumption on transmission of malicious objects in
computer network is depicted in Fig. 1.

For the Target population the mathematical model can express as

dSt
dt

¼ �bStI � gSt þ rRt

dVt

dt
¼ gSt � cVt

dIt
dt

¼ bStIþ cV � eIt

dRt

dt
¼ eIt � rRt

ð1Þ

In similarly for the Attacking population the mathematical model as

dS
dt

¼ l� bSI � lSþ aI

dI
dt

¼ bSI � lI � aI
ð2Þ

Where St þVt þ It þRt ¼ 1 and Sþ I ¼ 1
The above system of equation can be represented as

dSt
dt

¼ �bStI � gSt þ rð1� St � Vt � ItÞ
dVt

dt
¼ gSt � cVt

dIt
dt

¼ bStIþ cV � eIt

dI
dt

¼ bð1� IÞI � lI � aI

ð3Þ

When adding all the equations in the model (2) & (3) we have St þVt þ It � 1;
I� 1. This inequality satisfies the condition lim sup

t!1
St þVt þ It � 1; and I� 1. Thus

system (3) is defined on the closed, positive invariant set.
That can further represented as D ¼ fðSt; It;Vt; IÞ : St [ 0;Vt [ 0; It [ 0;

St þVt þ It � 1 : I� 1g.
As a results we discuss the stability of the model (3) on the set D.
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4 Basic Reproduction Number (R0)

It is the one of the theoretical foundation of the mathematical epidemiology as well as
technological epidemiology. It permits for the classification of e- dynamic model. The
stability of the system as well as eradication of the malicious objects depends on basic
reproduction number. It gives the behaviour of the model stability and prediction of
malicious object spread to some extent [21, 23, 25–27].

So, basic reproduction number can play the vital role in both biological as well as
technological attack. So it is defined as the t during its life time a single malicious
objects affected computer can produce total susceptible class caused by secondary
infection. This can approach by Jones. Here it is calculated by two populations

Basic reproduction number for the target population

R0t ¼ b
e

Similarly for the attacking population

R0a ¼ b
ðlþ aÞ

In the epidemiology the value of basic reproduction can be calculated by taking the
geometric mean of the attacking and target population reproduction number. Which can
expressed as

R0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

b2

eðaþ lÞ

s

5 Stability Analysis

The positive invariant set D has two possible equilibriums. First the infection free
equilibrium and second is the endemic equilibrium [11–18]. In this section we discuss
the locally stability for infection free equilibrium and endemic equilibrium.

For the infection free equilibrium - ðSt ¼ 1; It ¼ 0;Vt ¼ 0; I ¼ 0Þ.
On the set D, endemic equilibrium ðS�t ;V�

t ; I
�
t ; I

�Þ can be achieved by considering
all the equation of the system to zero.

� bStI � gSt þ rð1� St � Vt � ItÞ ¼ 0

gSt � cVt ¼ 0

bStIþ cV � eIt ¼ 0

bð1� IÞI � lI � aI ¼ 0

ð4Þ
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Solving simultaneously the above equations we have for the endemic state
ðS�t ;V�

t ; I
�
t ; I

�Þ

S�t ¼
ecr

½gcr� erg� ðbþ gÞ � ðlþ aþ rÞec�
V�
t ¼ egr

gcr� erg� ðbþ gÞ � ðlþ aþ rÞec
I�t ¼ gcr

½gcr� erg� ðbþ gÞ � ðlþ aþ rÞec�
I� ¼ b� l� a

b

Theorem 1
The infection free equilibrium is locally asymptotically locally stable in the region D if
R0a � 1. And it is unstable if R0a [ 1.

Proof: Linearization of the system (3) for St ¼ 1; It ¼ 0;Vt ¼ 0; I ¼ 0

JIFE ¼
�g� r �r �r �b

0 �c 0 0
0 0 �e 0
0 0 0 b� l� a

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

The Eigen values are

k1 ¼ �g� r

k2 ¼ �c

k3 ¼ �e

k4 ¼ b� l� a

Here first three Eigen values are negative and fourth Eigen value is also negative if
b� l� a\0. i.e.

b\lþ a

R0a\1

Hence the infection free equilibrium is locally asymptotical stable in the region D.
While R0a [ 1, which means b[ lþ a. So k4 [ 0. Therefore the infection free

equilibrium is unstable.

Theorem 2
For the endemic equilibrium is asymptotically stable in the region D when R0a [ 1.

Proof
Linearization of the model about the endemic equilibrium ðS�t ;V�

t ; I
�
t ; I

�Þ
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JEE ¼
�bI� � g� r �r �r �bS�t

g �c 0 0
bI� c �e 0
0 0 0 �2bI� � l� a

0

B

B

@

1

C

C

A

Solving we get the Eigen values

k1 ¼ �2bI� � l� a

The other three Eigen values can be obtained by solving

k3 þAk2 þBkþC ¼ 0

Where

A ¼ bI� þ gþ rþ cþ e

B ¼ rgþðbI� þ gþ rÞcþðbI� þ gþ rÞeþ ce� rbI�

C ¼ ðbI� þ gþ rÞecþ rgeþ rgc� rcbI�

Where A, B and C are positive when R0a [ 1.
Furthermore AB[C.
Hence, by Routh-Hurtwitz condition [22] the endemic equilibrium is locally

asymptotically stable.

6 Numerical Simulations

The Fig. 2 using the different parameter, we can obtained that the basic reproduction
number for attacking population is below the unity the malicious object gradually
eliminated. Which is agree with the Theorem 1. This figure also clearly explain that
spread of malicious objects is depressive, which consists with the analysis of theory.
Lastly the infected nodes will vanishes and reached the recovered level.

Similarly the Fig. 3 using the different parameters remains unchanged, we can seen
that the basic reproduction number for attacking population is above the unity, the all
the nodes are maintain positive values between the range. Which indicates the mali-
cious objects does not vanish if the objects are initially present. Hence finally theses
state reaches their endemic equilibrium point. It agrees with the Theorem 2. This is
consistent and asymptotical stable. To reveal the effect of partial vaccination rate on
infected nodes. So, we give the partial vaccination, which all the nodes get vaccinated.
However, in the real world network, as a result, we expected the use of vaccination
process, the rate of spread malicious objects slowly down and decrees the infected
nodes in the network.
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In order to simulate the behaviour of spread of the malicious objects the parameters
in the experiments are practical values for dies the malicious object in the computer
network in real life. Here by using the Range kutta fourth and fifth order to solve the
system of ordinary differential equation with the help of MATLAB. Here by applying
the MATLAB we can observe the behaviour of different nodes with respect to time.
This simulated result agrees with the real life situation.

Fig. 2. Dynamic behaviour of the model for infection free equilibrium (R0a � 1)

Fig. 3. Dynamic behaviour of the model for endemic equilibrium (R0a [ 1)
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7 Conclusion

The aim of this work is to model the malicious object control in the network. It also
finds out the particular workable means of controlling the spread of malicious object in
the network. Here a dynamic two population e-epidemic model has been generated for
the transmission of the malicious object in the network. The investigation over the
dynamic behaviour of the specified model with partial immunizations has been sys-
tematically expressed. The derivation of the basic reproduction number which deter-
mines the worm extinguished has been solidified. Again the fact behind basic
reproduction number is that it exclusively depends on the stability of the system.
Considering the consequence of the analysis the infection free equilibrium as well as
endemic equilibrium which are locally asymptotically stable have become confirmed.
The defence measure i.e. vaccination (filter, scanning) against malicious object in the
network has been successfully deployed. Latest version of antivirus with latest sig-
nature has made the DDoS attack minimum in the network. The numerical simulation
results have optimistically explained the positive impact of increasing the security of
DDoS attack. We imagine that our analysis can provide a quantity of close into
malicious object counter measure. In the real world, the result can supportive to
antivirus companies on related organization to make cost useful countermeasure to
work well. Finally the foremost future endeavour will be verifying the model in scale
free network. And it can be extended to time delay parameter.
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